
Guidelines  for the Beloved  Dialectical Journal 
 

Dialectic means “the art or  practice of arriving at the truth  by using conversation  involving question 
and answer.”  The “dialectic” was the method Socrates used to  teach his students how to  be actively 
engaged  in  the struggle to  obtain  meaning from an  unfamiliar  and challenging work. A  dialectical 
journal is a  written  conversation  with  yourself about a  piece of literature that encourages the habit of 
reflective questioning. You will  use a  double-entry form to  examine details of a  passage and synthesize 
your  understanding of the text.  
 
Instructions:  

1. These journal entries must be typed and turned  in  on  www.turnitin.com . 

● You will  also  turn  in  a  printed copy on  Tuesday, 11/28 when  you return  to  class. 

2. A  google doc separated into  columns has been  provided on  Google Classroom. You may use 
this one or  create your  own.  However  the end product must be typed! 

3. Label the top  of each column: left QUOTES and right RESPONSES 

4. In  the QUOTE column  cite passages  verbatim from the novel, including quotation  marks and 
page numbers  

● You will  need  to  find passages  for each of the following devices: 

○ Two  passages  for Morrison’s use of diction 

○ Two  passages  for Morrison’s use of syntax 

○ Three  passages  for Morrison’s use of characterization  (direct and/or  indirect) 

○ Three  passages  for Morrison’s use of figurative language 

● Choose these ten  passages  from chapter  8-12 of Beloved . 

● You will  have a  response for EACH  of the ten  quotes. 10 quotes = 10 responses. 

5. Each  RESPONSE  must be at least three times the length  of the quote. Think “a  one sentence 
quote = a  three sentence analysis.”  

6. Jot down  notes  as you read (post-its are great for this!), so  that you can  flip  back through  them 
to  see which  passages  you may consider  choosing for your  journal entries. 

7. See grading expectations on  next page. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Grading:  
A  = Meaningful passages, plot, and quotation  selections. Thoughtful  interpretation  and commentary 
about the text; avoids clichés. Includes comments about literary devices such as diction, syntax, 
characterization  (which  may have other  devices included), and figurative language (i.e. metaphors, 
similes, allusions, imagery, etc.) and how each contributes to  the meaning of the text. Makes insightful 
connections and asks  thought-provoking questions. Coverage of text is complete and thorough. Journal 
is neat,  organized and professional-looking; student has followed directions in  creation  of journal.  
 
B = Less detailed, but good plot and quote selections. Some intelligent commentary; addresses some 
connections. Includes some literary devices, but less on  how they contribute to  the meaning. Some 
connections; asks  pertinent questions. Adequately addresses all parts  of reading assignment. Journal is 
neat and readable; student has followed directions in  the organization  of journal.  
 
C  = Few good details from the text. Most of the commentary is vague, unsupported, or  plot summary 
/ paraphrase.  Some listing of literary elements; virtually no  discussion  of meaning. Limited connection; 
asks  few, or  obvious questions. Addresses most of the reading assignment, but is not very long or 
thorough. Journal is relatively neat,  but may be difficult to  read. Student has not followed all directions 
for organization; loose-leaf; no  columns; no  pages numbers; etc.  
 
D = Hardly any good details from the text. All  notes  are plot summary or  paraphrase.  Few literary 
elements, virtually no  discussion  on  meaning. Limited connections, no  good questions. Limited 
coverage of the text; way too  short. Did not follow directions in  organizing journal; difficult to  follow 
or  read. No  pages numbers.  
 
F = Did not complete or  plagiarized  
 
*  Points will  be deducted  on  the QUOTE side for failure to  document accurately and completely 
according the model provided  
*  Points will  be deducted  on  the RESPONSE  side for superficial and / or  incomplete responses.  
 


